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Domestic violence is more common over the Christmas break, fuelled
by alcohol consumption, family tension and financial issues. A small
but significant number of the victims are men, writes Mark White.
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Emma, a Sydney hospitality worker
in her 30s, once broke an ex-boyfriend's
nose. She left home at 14 and grew
up on the streets, where she
had to fight to survive. And so
when she started a relationship- and she was only ever
attracted to men she knew
would never hit herthey would become her
family, her everything.
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depression- once a week, once a
month. She would break things, throw
things, lash out, punch, knowing
they'd never touch her.
A 2012 NSW government report on
domestic violence trends found "while
men are less likely to be victims, the
experience of those that are is equally
as bad as that of other victims"- and
that services for them are lacking.
Liberal MLC Catherine Cusack wants
more money aimed at addressing the
causes of anger- and early intervention to empower men and women with
tools to stop abuse. "I would love to
see that non-judgmental, ideologyfree support available to all victims,
male and female;' she says.
In NSW and Victoria, the main
domestic violence lines are for
women.
Men are referred elsewhere,
including MensLine, and in Victoria, to the Men's Referral Service, which is designed to stop
aggressive behaviour by men.
"Thevastmajorityofmencontacting us as victims are most
likely the perpetrator," says
executive officer Danny Blay.
Newton-John says: "It's not
easy for men to approach health
services at the best of times. Men
need to wait for a crisis. If they're on
the receiving end of violence it might
throw up questions about their masculinity and whether they deserve
help. They do, but they question it."
Other countries have set up men's
refuges. The Netherlands began a
trial program in 2008 in its four biggest cities, with 10 places in each.
They are used by victims, men beaten
by their children or stalked, and
young gay men from immigrant cultures. Adrie Vermeulen, co-ordinator
of the Utrecht shelter, says that when
it opened, most victims were Turkish
or Moroccan, although there are now
more Dutch. "We take them in our
care and try to make a new future for
them." Physical injuries are easier to
spot and prosecute. But relentless
verbal abuse can also damage. Studies
have shown emotional pain lasts
longer than physical pain.
The definition of domestic abuse in
Britain now includes psychological
intimidation- nothing but good news
for anyone, female or male, at the
receiving end.
"We get a lot of calls talking about
emotional, psychological and verbal
abuse;' Newton-John says. "It's sometimes very insidious and difficult to
understand personally the impact it's
having, because you're not seeing broken bones or black eyes."
Recognising male victims doesn't
mean dishonouring any female victims
or redirecting resources. It can help
reduce family violence further.
Matthew emailed to say he'd called
the police to try to resolve an access
issue and was directed to a domestic
violence liaison officer. "She offered
me a referral to counselling for victims of crime. I broke down crying. It
made me feel like my perspective that
I had been a victim had been validated by someone within the system."
Mensline Australia: BOO 789 978

